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Abstract: The curved flanks for the involute tooth gear are generated with hypocycloidal line. The obtained
tooth is crowning that means a controlled pitch spot. The paper deals with the spur gear design on the basis of
parametric equations of the tooth profile and flank lines established using the kinematics generation method. The
profile and flank lines are represented in a CAD environment, the profile is extruded along the flanks lines and
the tooth generated as 3D object. Some elements of stress analysis on the tooth root are presented in condition in
which some elements of the generating rack profile are modified (pressure angle, fillet on the tooth root, flank
line, gear material and heat treatment) for curved teeth with hypocycloidal flanks. Spur gear tooth modelling
enables the analysis of the teeth with symmetrical and asymmetrical involute teeth, and also with rectilinear or
curved flanks in order to establish the tooth bending stiffness.
Keywords: involute profile, flank line, generation by rolling, pressure angle, geometric parameters, spur gear,
2D and 3D modelling, 3D FEM analysis, load distribution.

1. INTRODUCTION
There are important differences between the geometric representation of the involute
curve and kinematic generation by rolling on certain machine tools. These are presented in
detail in scientific works and known by specialists.
The kinematic generation of the flanks with involute profile in machine tools is
achieved applying the rolling method with fixed line and mobile line [1].
The kinematic generation by rolling has on the basis the theory of conjugated curves
[7, 9, 10, 11].
The gear flanks, as involute surfaces are extensively used due to some qualities
induced in gearing namely kinematic, technological and functional [1, 10, 13, 15].
Regarding the flank line, form this is a part of a cylindrical helix or a cycloidal curve
(circle arc, cycloid arc, and hypocycloid arc) or plane spiral curve. The paper deals with the
generation of curved flanks with hypocycloidal lines, that, as the involute, are kinematically
generated by rolling.
The utilizations of the parametric equations of the involute [7] and hypocycloid curves
in advanced CAD environments [20] (CATIA, ProEngineer) drives to accurately 2D and 3D
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representation of the toothing and gears. This kind of CAD representation are used for FEM
studies in order to simulate and evaluate the teeth comportment in composed loads.
On the basis of the 3D model of the tooth the comparative analysis of the teeth in
bending is achieved [2, 13] in the following cases: tooth with symmetrical flanks, tooth with
asymmetrical flanks, tooth with straight flank line, tooth with hypocycloid flank line.
It is known the fact that the improvement of the tooth behaviour in bending could be
achieved by heat treatment or improving the fillet surface quality on tooth root (carburization,
shot peening and grinding only for large fillet).
Other researches propose the modification of the generating profile of the cutting tool
by combining the involute curve with fillet curves other than arc of circle. The paper proposes
the study of the influence of tooth section increase upon the bending stiffness by achieving
asymmetrical profile and curved flanks having hypocycloidal lines.
2. THE PARAMETRIC EQUATIONS OF THE INVOLUTES PROFILE
It is considered that the line segments Ts and Td (Fig. 1) as generating curves attached
to the segment N-N and also the method of rolling with fixed line. Thus, the segment N-N
(fixed) rolls with the circle Cr having the radius Rr (rolling radius of the workpiece gear).
The kinematics condition is
expressed by relation:
(1)
v rul = Rr ⋅ ω p ,

Fig. 1. Involute generation through generating motion with fixed
line

where ωp is the angular velocity of
the circle Cr. If the line N-N is
located in other position N-N’
displaced with ξm above or beneath
position named N-N the displaced
tooth is generated with the ξ
correction ratio.
The two segments Ts and Td are
inclined in opposite directions with
the pressure angle αP0, the distance
between points Ms and Md being
M s M d = mπ / 2 .
The length of segments Ts and Td is
established so that these to generate
the involute profiles Evs and Evd
respectively.

In the reference system SS (OSXSYSZS) the cutting edges Ts and Td are defined by the
parametric equations:
⎧
⎛ m ⋅π ξ ⋅ m
⎞
⎪ X S = ±u ⋅ sin α P 0 ∓ ⎜ 4 + 2 sin 2α P 0 ⎟
⎝
⎠
⎪⎪
⎨YS = 0
⎪
2
⎪Z S = −u ⋅ cosα P 0 − ξ ⋅ m ⋅ sin α P 0
⎪⎩

(2)

The two generating segments generate only the involute part of the profile on each
flank. The part of the profile at the tooth root was graphically generated by filleting the
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involute profile and the tooth root circle considering a simplification of application (radius
close that imposed by standards from the geometric point of view). The parametric equations
of the generating profile in the most general are described in [4] .
By passing the previous equations (2) from the reference system SS, in the reference
system SP, results the parametric equations of the generated involute profiles by the two
segments. This passing supposes to take in consideration the motion parameter (rolling)
expressed by the angle εp.
The following relation between the parameter u and εp was established:
⎛ m ⋅π ξ ⋅ m
⎞
(3)
u=⎜
∓
⋅ sin 2α P 0 ⎟ ⋅ sin α P 0 ± Rr ⋅ ε p sin α P 0 − ξ ⋅ m ⋅ sin 2 α P 0 ⋅ cos α P 0
2
⎝ 4
⎠
Thus, the parametric equations of the involute profiles generated on the workpiece
gear have the form:
⎧
⎡⎛ mπ
⎤
⎡⎛ mπ
⎤
⎞
⎞
− RrεP ⎟ cosαP0 + kξmsinαP0 ⎥ cosαP0 cosεP + ⎢⎜
− kRrεP ⎟ sinαP0 cosαP0 + ξmsin2 αP0 + Rr ⎥ sinεP
⎪X Pε = ⎢⎜ k
⎠
⎠
⎣⎝ 4
⎦
⎣⎝ 4
⎦
⎪⎪
(4)
YPε = 0
⎨
⎪
⎡⎛ mπ
⎤
⎡⎛ mπ
⎤
⎞
⎞
− kRrεP ⎟ sinαP0 cosαP0 + ξmsin2 αP0 + Rr ⎥ cosεP
− RrεP ⎟ cosαP0 + kξmsinαP0 ⎥ cosαP0 sinεP − ⎢⎜
⎪ ZPε = ⎢⎜ k
⎪⎩
⎠
⎠
⎣⎝ 4
⎦
⎣⎝ 4
⎦

The generation of the two involute profiles of the tooth flanks is simultaneously
achieved. The contact between the segments Ts and Td and the generated profile is
accomplished from the root by points of the tooth, or in opposite way, depending on the
generating segment Ts or Td and the rolling motion direction. In the actual generation, the
cutting edges are displaced with equal distances sT (feed) along the reference line N-N,
generating elemental segments greater or smaller. The envelope of these segments is the
theoretical involute profile. Thus, the actual generated profile is different from the theoretical
one [9].
The size of the profile roughness of the flank is determined by the generating method
by rolling, technological process and by the technological parameter sT.
3. THE PARAMETRIC EQUATIONS OF THE HYPOCYCLOID LINES
This generating process of the hypocycloidal flanks needs the defining of the
following basic elements: generating rack, cutting tool, motions and kinematic chains, and
also the possibility of adaptation of method and tool tooth processing machine [8].
The cutting edges Ts and Td are
placed in the same plane,
perpendiculary on the XDODYD,
which is attached to the roulette.
The roulette’s center is moving
along a circle concentrical with
the base. This moving’s
parameter is the ϕD angle. The
roulette has a radius, RR, and the
base,
RB.
Their
rapport
(RB/RR=iH) has an integer value.
The cutting edges Ts and Td are
those indicated and represented
in figure 1.
Fig. 2. Generate of the hypocycloid flanks with straight cutting
B

B

edges.
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Their role is to generate the involute profile. In the roulette plane, the distance
between the cutting edges Ts and Td corresponds to a half of the tooth pitch. The two cutting
edges are adapted through a support at one of the basic elements of the tool named roulette
(R), which rolls inside of another fixed element named base (B). A point belonging to the
roulette generates a normal hypocycloid considering iH=3,4,5 or 6. Points belonging to the
cutting edge Ts generate shorted hypocycloides, also, for Td, there are oblonged
hypocycloides. These hypocycloides are part of the Σd, respectively, Σs surfaces.
The assembly formed by B and R constitutes a simple planetary mechanism. The
assembly constituted by B, the iH groups of two cutting edges and the supports port tools (not
represented) is named milling head [8, 16]. It is adapted in tooth processing machines with
hobbing cutter on the tangential saddle (port tool). Therefore, the tool is a milling head
multicutters having iH groups of two cutters.
The parametric equations of the hypocycloid in the reference system SD (ODXDYDZD)
have the following form:
⎧
⎛ (R B − R R ) ⎞
ϕ D ⎟⎟
⎪ X D = (RB − RR ) ⋅ cos ϕ D + r ⋅ cos⎜⎜
R
R
⎝
⎠
⎪
⎪
⎛ (R B − R R ) ⎞
⎪
(5)
ϕ D ⎟⎟
⎨YD = (R B − R R ) ⋅ sin ϕ D − r ⋅ sin ⎜⎜
R
R
⎝
⎠
⎪
⎪Z = −u ⋅ cos α
P0
⎪ D
⎪⎩
π
where r = − k ⋅ u ⋅ sin α P 0 − Rr + k ⋅ m ⋅ , u = (-1.25…1.25)m, ϕD is the motion parameter of R
4
in B.
The workpiece gear P defined through the tooth number zp and module m is positioned
with its axis vertical, its mean plane corresponding to the plane XDODZD when ϕD = 0.
The workpiece gear P achieves the required rotation motion of continuous dividing
and for supplying the rolling with the generating rack flanks. The workpiece rotation angle εp
(see fig. 1) corresponding to the milling head rotation with the angle ϕD in radians is
determined with relation:
ε p = ϕD

iH
zp

⎛
sT
⎜⎜1 +
2
⋅
π
⋅ Rr
⎝

⎞
⎟⎟ ,
⎠

grade

from which the required kinematic connections between workpiece (εp), saddle (sT), and
milling head (ϕD) derive.
4. INVOLUTE PROFILE AND FLANK WITH HYPOCYCLOID LINE
MODELING
For the representation and study of involutes profiles and hypocycloid flanks lines, a
calculation programmes in C++ (fig. 3) were developed. It achieves the calculation of the
profile and flank lines point coordinates based on the parametric equations of the both curves
(fig. 4).
The coordinates are used in CATIA environment for graphic representation of the two
flanks lines and profile of the tooth. In addition, one can achieve calculation regarding the
measurable and nonmeasurable elements of the teeth in different frontal planes and cylindrical
sections.
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(6)

Fig. 3. A part of written programme(C++).

Fig. 4. Numerical values of profile coordinates.

According to relations (4), the geometric parameters that influence the form and
accuracy of the generated involute profile are: the pressure angle αP0 or αP0,m, pitch (pd = m π),
correction ratio (ξ) and rolling radius of the workpiece gear (Rr = zp·m/2).
The rolling angle εp is a kinematic parameter and it is related to the technological
parameter sT (see 6).

a. αP0/αP0 = 20°/20°

b. α P0/α P0,m = 20°/25°
20°/35°

c. α P0/α P0,m = 20°/30°

d. α P0/α P0,m =

Fig. 5. Symmetrical (a) and asymmetrical (b, c, d) tooth profiles (m = 3 mm).

From all these parameters, the radius Rr and rotation angle of the workpiece εp can
induce errors due to some adjusting imprecision.
In figure 5, the normal profile and profiles with the modified pressure angle are
represented in the reference system of the workpiece gear. Also, the following geometric
elements can be represented: basis circle, dividing circle, point circle, and root circle,
corresponding to a spur gear having zp= 38 teeth and m = 3 mm.
On the basis of point coordinates belonging to the flank profiles, one can determine,
using known calculation relations [6, 9, 12, 14] values for the following geometric elements
of the tooth: constant chord, height at constant chord, deviation of thickness and height on
constant chord.
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For 3D representation, the determined profile was used in AutoCAD environment and
extruded along a line (straight tooth - fig. 7 a, b) and also along an arc of hypocycloid (see
fig. 8) for a tooth width of 30 mm. For the curved tooth the following elements of the milling
head were considered: RB = 240 mm, RR = 45 mm. By multiplying the tooth profile on the
dividing circle and extruding, the 3D representation of a spur gear can be achieved.
The 2D and 3D models of the profiles and teeth of the gears represented in this way
are the geometric support for the FEM analysis for determining the stress and deformation in
tooth bending. This method was used also in other researches [2, 12, 14].
B

a

b
Fig. 7. Tooth 3D representation.

Fig. 8. Gear 3D representation.

In figure 9 is shown the tooth mesh of a tooth with symmetrical flanks for FEM
application. That tooth belongs to a spur gear loaded in specific conditions (forces, geometric
elements, influence factors, material).

a.

b.
c.
Fig.9. Boundary of the 3D tooth model.
a.ProEngineer model; b.Hypocycloid flanks line tooth 3D CATIA model; c.Straight line tooth 3D CATIA model

The constraint section of the tooth in the wheel body is considered as in speciality
literature [12, 14]. For the curved line flanks the constraints sections are more favorable in the
bending stress.
In figures 10, 11 and 12 the results of the numerical analysis in ProEngineer for three
cases which differ through the tooth profile; one symmetrical and two asymmetrical are
presented.

Fig. 10. Root stress for symmetrical
profile (αP0/αP0 = 20°/20°).

Fig. 11. Root stress for asymmetrical
profile (α P0/α P0,m= 20°/25°).
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Fig. 12. Root stress for
hypocycloidal flank line

In figures 13, and 14 are presented the results of the numerical analysis in CATIA for
the two case. It is an analyses of a involute tooth with straight line flanks, respectivelly for the
involute tooth with hypocycloid line flanks with load on convex and concav flank.

Fig. 13. Analysis of the root stress for a
involute tooth with straight line flanks

Fig. 14 a. Analysis of the root stress
for a convex tooth with hypocycloid
line flanks

Fig. 14 b. Analysis of the root stress
for a concav tooth with hypocycloid
line flanks

It is considered a decrease of the stress at the tooth root as the pressure angle increases
on one flank. Thus, for an increase of the pressure angle from 20° to 35° can be observed that
the stress at tooth root is reduced by about 20%. The analysis is extended also for the
comparison between the straight and curved teeth (fig. 14 a, b). For the curved tooth the
evaluation of the stress was considered in the medial plane due to the position of the contact
path in that area.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The parametric equations of the involute profile are established on the basis of the
kinematics generation method by rolling. For the generation of hypocycloidal curve flanks,
the flank line is also generated by kinematics and construction of a milling head with
multicutters adapted on a tooth-processing machine. The machine tool assures a cinematic
generation of the hypocycloidal flanks.
The numerical and computer aided design studies enables the profile and flank line
point coordinates and their geometric representation. The equation parameters allow
modifying the tooth profile (asymmetry), the curve radius of the flanks, the profile correction,
in order to model the tooth used in FEM analysis.
On the basis of the method presented, the influence of the flank asymmetry and curved
flank line on the stress in bending at the tooth root were established. The increase of the critic
section of the tooth root by asymmetric profiles and curved flank lines leads to the primary
evaluations such as a decrease up to with 20% of the stress.
The study results are only to observe the important areas of the stress. The main
conclusion is that the tooth with hypocycloid flanks has a better stress behaviour than the
straight flank tooth with approximately 25-30%, according with the curve radius of the
hypocycloid.
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